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ordering amp merchandise return policies phone
orders special orders when you call please have
the part number and a brief description of the, v
8 powered opel gt market survey this page contains
links to v 8 powered opel gts i ve seen for sale
over the years i thought i d archive the ads as i
find them to try to get a long term sense of the
market for these cars, technical help from the
solid axle corvette club to submit a technical
question regarding a 1953 to 1962 corvette simply
email sacctech solidaxle org, this is how to
replace your three speed 727 transmission with a
1995 back a518 overdrive transmission with a three
wire connector gas a 518 transmission has a 31
overdrive and will produce a 30 to 40 increase in
gas mileage on the road over a three speed
transmission, the manual transmission lineup
remained unchanged for 1967 but the performance
sapping super turbine 300 was finally dropped from
the gto lineup with the introduction of the
legendary m 40 turbo 400 hydramatic, 1958 cl
corvette 1958 cl corvette overview by the late
1950s the infrastructure of the automotive
industry had begun a transformation from the
monopolistic business of a few large corporate
giants to a much more competitive and highly
segmented marketplace, ls swaps engine and
driveline guide includes in depth instruction and
photos covers all the criteria to consider when
starting an ls swap project, we thought wed take a
slightly different approach with this weeks
subject weve touched on chryslers financial
problems during this period so rather than a
lengthy recap of the origins of the imperial
marque itself weve decided to present you with
three short stories about this 1961 imperial lebaron its name its engine and its transmission, when it comes to bolting a transmission to the back of a gen iii iv engine there are countless options from automatics to manuals stock to modified there are literally more transmission options available than there are versions of the gen iii iv engine, 727518 with these four parts you can convert your 727 transmission to a 518 overdrive transmission with locking torque converter what this kit does is makes a 518 transmission shift without a computer lets say you drive an average of 400 highway miles per week at that rate you could save as much as 1000 00 per year on gas not to mention the 31 reduction in rpm, clark s corvair parts inc is the world s largest supplier of parts for the corvair automobile